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PLEASE NOTE 

This book is a body of the thoughts, studies, observations and experiences of the 

author and contributors. Your use of this material means you understand two 

things: 

a. While the tips listed are actionable in many relationships, it is not by any 

means exhaustive. Take the time to seek out more resources and tips to 

better position your relationship in healthier lights. 

b. Relationships differ. The tips here may not always hold true even in the best 

of relationship.  

c. Irrespective of all the tips in the world, love and personalities will always 

determine how you can navigate a relationship.  

d. There is also the place of instinct in our lives. Keep in mind there will be 

those times where your instincts are simply right even if the tip or situation 

says otherwise.  

e. Winning in your relationship is ultimately up to you. So strive to not live 

simply by the book.  

 

Finally, you have complete right to share, distribute, even sell this material to 

others who may need it. However, such rights does not extend to altering, 

copying or quoting all or portions of this material without prior written notice of 

the author at admin@relationshipdiary.com 

 

Want to do something awesome? Get others to benefit by clicking here 

to share on Facebook! 

  

mailto:admin@relationshipdiary.com
https://relationshipdiary.com/free-extra


 

PRE-TIPS 

Building a successful relationship require some efforts. A relationship spans five core stages: 

Introductory, dating, engagement, marriage, and death/divorce stages.  

 

 

 

Each stage is generally dicey as it can lead to the next, or it can take you right back to the 

beginning, this time, with someone else. Each stage requires some basic, sometimes specific 

acts. The whole idea of this book is to help you first, get introduced to your ideal partner the 

right way. If your goal is to find that special someone you can totally spend your life with, then 

the following tips will come in handy each step of your relationship journey.  

These tips were compiled through hours (and days) of research, interviewing some industry 

leaders in the relationship space. Below are a few tips in each stage of the relationship 

progression. Irrespective of your sexuality or (sexual) orientation/inclinations, some or all the 

following tips will come handy as you navigate your way into the arms of a perfect partner.  

These tips have been arranged into the five core stages of every relationship. Below are tips for 

each phase. 

  

Introduction

Dating

Engagement

Marriage

Death/Divorce

Five Stages of a Romantic Relationship. 



 

A. Introductory (Pre-relationship) Stage 

This is the phase where you are searching for or getting introduced to someone. This is the 

time you should mentally, physically, and emotionally prepare for that ‘special’ one you hope 

to meet. It could be you guys get introduced by a mutual party, or you meet on a dating 

app/site. It could be you attended the same events or schools and naturally found some 

moments to exchange contacts. The period leading to this meeting is the introductory phase, 

and it lingers on through the first two dates. 

This is the period to ask all key questions you can think of. Of course, not a single soul is 

perfect, but you want to be sure all the flags are crimson.  

1. Do the ideal partner demography and psychography 

While you wait for the meet (trust me, it will happen), plan for the ideal partner. This is 

the time to note the kind of ‘drama’ (yeah, we all got some) you want or can tolerate, and 

the kinds you cannot. If you are not sure of who you want, anyone (read as: ‘anything’) 

will breeze into your life. You need to be certain of the basic qualities you need in a 

partner. Yes, no one person has it all, but the basics has to be what you can live with. A 

reason for most failed relationship is mostly because we are not definitive of the type of 

personality we seek. We basically go on a trial and error spree. Define your stake. What 

kind of person do you want to settle down with? What would you not mind in a partner? 

What can you not tolerate? The rule is never try to manage what you cannot stand or 

tolerate in a relationship. 

2. Reverse engineer the demography: Position yourself for ideal partner. 

Once you have the ideal spec of a partner, it’s time to get in position for your ideal 

partner. The reasoning behind this is, just as you are looking out for your ideal partner, 

your ideal partner is looking out for his/her ‘ideal’ partner (you) too. Unless you are the 

ideal as well, you will miss him/her and be forced to settle for lesser. So imagine yourself 

in the shoes of your ideal partner. Don’t assume they will accept you as you are. Yes, they 

will, but how are you truly? Are you fit for who you desire? If you were your ideal guy, 

would you hang out or even date you? Take this time to become the ideal option for your 



 

ideal partner. This is when you want to get in shape, take the course, prepare yourself to 

be that desired partner. Always remember that just as you identified who your ideal 

partner is, a number of other ladies (or guys) have just about the same 

expectations/demography. 

3. Behave and inhabit the culture 

Ask yourself, `how do I qualify to have this great partner in my life?’ Look, nothing goes 

for nothing. Life is constantly and persistently a trade-off of value. What are the acts, 

behaviors, that will suit and attract this kind of partner into your life permanently? 

Learn the habits, cultivate the cultures. The only thing constant is change. Maybe it is time 

to change. If it is, then learn the great attributes you know this partner will definitely love 

to have in a partner. And, here’s the hard part: make it yours. You can’t fake this. You 

need to truly change in terms of characters. If you already possess the fine qualities you 

type of partner will love, then it is time to consolidate on them.  

Take the time to observe others, learn about some of these values and work on owning 

them. 

4. Value-build.  

Set about to become a person of value. Beyond physical attractions, sex and money, you 

need to be someone of tremendous value. Your partner needs to value you. This is the 

measure of what you are bringing to the table: value. Value is the asset that settles in 

when all emotions are clear. This will ultimately become one of the pillars upon which 

your relationship will lean. Value also promotes respect. Want to be respected? Value 

build. Think of those qualities that are needed to keep relationships going. What values 

can you bring to the table that will make you nearly indispensable to this partner? In life, 

we all need someone to lean on, especially someone in our partner. Develop yourself to 

become that partner to your ideal guy. 

5. Frequent Hot Spots: 

Hotspots are those locations your ideal partner would frequent for social, informal or 

regular places/settings. It could be the movies, concerts, a school, church. This is by no 

means to limit your search, but a great tip is for you to visit such places where, based on 



 

your demography, your ideal partner is likely to always be around. This is not to make you 

into a robot, it does help to have a simple plan to work from. By visiting such locations, 

you will find a lot of options fitting this demography. Options make it easier for you to get 

lucky with a great partner.  

At other times, the location may be virtual spots too. This is increasingly becoming the 

preferred hotspots. Make a listing of the top apps/websites that your ideal person will 

notice and visit. Be all set up to go. Remember to be friendly, accessible, and willing to 

sustain small talks or conversations. 

6. Dress the act/role 

Dress the role. Learn. Adapt to become the exact person your ideal person will not miss. 

Love is a mind’s game, mostly perceived. Take the time to dress, look and be the ideal 

person for your ‘ideal partner. Learn to eat the right food if he is into sports and loves to 

diet. This is not asking you to change; it is for you to get better and imbibe the kind of 

lifestyle your ideal partner seeks. Remember you cannot fake it; let it grow on you.  

Find some common events, activities, etc., your ideal partner will definitely not mind.  

7. Two dates, and it’s enough. 

Go on one or two dates and no more, unless you are confident you want to continue to 

the Dating stage. These will give you ample time to physically assess this potential 

partner. Observe how he/she talks, walks, his career, drives, etc. Ask general questions to 

gauge how this person responds to issues. Ask specific questions bothering on long terms. 

Check the most obvious: are you attracted to this person? Does this person have the 

basics you need in a partner? Listen to him/her. These two dates is to enable you figure as 

much as you can about this potential partner. So let him/her talk. Listen and gauge against 

your set demography. 

8. Give some space – don’t be choking 

From the first contact to the first few dates, never rush things. Keep it calm. Keep it 

casual. Keep it curious. Don’t be in his/her face. Don’t come too strong unless it is 

mutually prompted. Take it easy. Never be in the rush. Keep your emotions in check, and 

your words. Take the time. 



 

Acing this phase sets the stage for a dating. Remember never to move on to the dating phase 

unless you are absolutely sure it is the right thing.  

 

B. Dating Stage 

Dating involves a deeper connection with your partner. This is the phase where you commit to 

know this person, often involving your body, your heart, your emotions and finances. Everything. 

Indeed real partnership begins with dating. It is important to carefully navigate this phase to be 

sure you are with the right person. This stage is perhaps your last true chance to make certain 

you are with the right person. These few tips will help you navigate successfully while dating: 

9. Ask questions—truckloads of it. 

Imagine all the questions in the world. What does he/she think about having kids? 

Education? Background? Ask everything. Iron everything out. When suspicious, take time 

to truly look into your suspicions. Take time to examine everything. Mark the red flags and 

see deal with them. If you cant handle them, don’t try to manage them. Talk about them. 

See them changed. Ensure his/her words are matched with actions. Don’t rely on just the 

rosy side; check his characters, words, beliefs, dreams and goals. Do they align with your 

original demography of the ideal partner? 

10. Seek common grounds. 

On major issues such as finances, kids, where to live, career, etc. seek to reach common 

grounds. Win some, yield some, collaborate on some. Your goal is to be sure you are with 

the right person whose values and character, not just the face, match with yours. 

11. Watch and Listen 

This is crucial. Listen to what your potential partner is saying. Always remember that 90% 

of human communication is unspoken. Listen to both the spoken and unspoken words. 

Watch his actions and reactions to things, to you, to your emotions and needs. Does 

he/she just brush aside your feelings of hurt? IS there always a ready argument from her? 



 

Does she seek to always win? Is he bossy and wont even admit to being wrong? Watch 

those unspoken words and acts. 

12. Speak. 

Yes, speak. Say your mind. Talk about your goals, the things you want and don’t want, talk 

about the things you love and don’t like about them. Talk about everything. Don’t judge, 

just talk and see how you can smoothen things. Nobody is ever perfect, we just want 

someone who will admit a fault, and make efforts to do better. Talk to be sure you guys 

are dealing with the rough edges. Those things not talked about will become surprises in 

marriage or longer-term relationships.  

13. Contribute 

It’s a relationship. It is a two-way deal. Contribute. Be involved. Bring some of your value 

to the table.  

14. Be curious. Commit to know him/her 

This is the best chance for you get to know your partner. This is the time to really 

understand their personality, opinion, emotions, and traits. It is good to be curious and to 

keep a keen eye to truly understand your partner. It takes some commitment too to really 

listen and observe.  

15. Keep your head, no matter the buzz 

You must forget the hype. No matter how rosy it seems, especially in the early months of 

your relationship, keep your head. Notice things out of the ordinary? Talk about it and 

come to a compromise on such things. The goal here is to create an atmosphere of love 

and communication. 

16. Date. Go out. 

This is very necessary. It is a good rejuvenation to go out on dates. Even if you guys live 

together. Get out some time and just go on dates. Take each other to some treats. This is 

a habit that should continue even into marriage.   

17. Open up, own up. 

Be vulnerable. This is the time to open and show how you really are. This is the time your 

partner needs to understand the unspoken sides of you and choose to accept you, work 



 

with you or not. It is always better to break it off at this time than to lead each other on. 

So be vulnerable and discuss your weaknesses with your partner. Include health issues if 

any. Let them make the choice to be with you. 

18. Adjust where necessary 

Yeah, it is never too rosy anywhere. Adjust and compromise where you should. In a 

relationship, the goal is not to win every argument. There are no winners or losers. Learn 

to adjust and compromise for your partner. It is called accommodation. It is the one way 

to keep going as we are all never the same all round. 

19. Discuss goals 

Among other things to be put on the cards are goals. Discuss with your partner exactly 

where your lives will pivot towards should you finally join the same lifeboat. This is not 

much to having a similar career as it is to understanding the foundations of building a 

home. You want to be sure your partner has the kind of life, professional, career, goal 

outlook you want in a partner. Anything short will ultimately become a problem later in 

the relationship. 

20. Meet the family and friends 

It is time to start meeting with your partner’s family and friends. This is not extremely 

necessary, but it is a good way to getting to know your partner more. You will see them 

through their friends and family’s eyes, and this reveals some other shades about them. 

You want to note what kind of crowd he/she keeps, not necessarily what they say.   

21. Enjoy yourself. Go on dates. 

Make the time to enjoy yourself. Go on dates. Find the sports your partner enjoys and try 

to see it through their eyes. This of course does not mean you should change your 

personality; it means you should accommodate their fun. Along this lane, enjoy 

yourselves. If going out is your thing, please do.  

22. Test his/her limit 

Test your partner’s limits. Fake or do something crazy and see how he would react. It 

could be coming late, faking some other shit. Let it be compelling to truly bring the worst 

out of your partner. The goal is to see exactly how far he/she can go with you. This is 



 

never truly the actual picture of a man, but it sure does help to know the limits. This is not 

a must-do, but it does help to set some stakes and open tests to help you see how your 

partner will handle or respond to situations. 

23. Sex – define your preference and styles 

Do not be shy. Speak out about what you like and need for sex. How you want it should be 

important to both of you. Also, take the time to learn how to pleasure your partner the 

way he/she wants it. Don’t be pushy; take the time to show or direct. A reasonable person 

will listen to your wants. The goal here is to find a common ground on sex preferences. 

Sexual dissatisfaction is a major cause of broken homes.  

 

C. Courting/Engagement Stage 

This is the stage where you guys decide to get on with the relationship. It means more than 

dates and sleepovers now; it is courtship. For some, it is the stage where you are formally 

engaged to this person. Either way, this is the dream stage where most of your relationship 

boxes are checked and you are ready to make the leap to spend your life with this one person. 

Here are some tips to make it worth it all.  

24. Build on goals, plans together 

It is time to drill down on those plans. You guys are engaged now and committed to each 

other. This is the time to plan together, some key things for your lives. Define what you 

guys hope to build together in the not too distant future. Set goals that you can both work 

towards. Set targets with the goals. 

25. Meet his family and colleagues. 

Now is the time to formally meet his/her family, not just his/her circle. You are (almost) a 

part of his/her family now. Meet his circles too. Visit him at work and other places. Get in 

each other’s space often. 

26. Decide together, and alone 

Make some fundamental decisions together, make some alone. This is an important tip 

that could save you in times to come. It should be totally fine for you to have a house of 



 

your own, despite co-owning one. It is cool to have your own savings, irrespective of any 

joint accounts. Think of the times you will need to simply get some things you do not 

necessarily want to bring your partner into. Decide to do these together, with both party 

aware of these limits.  

27. Have your alone times.  

One way to keep your productivity level up is to have your alone times. It is important to 

have your alone times in a relationship too. If possible, take some personal trips just to 

get air and truly be alone to rethink your life. The fact that you live with your partner 

should not erase your own space. In fact, there should be that space in spite of co-

habiting. 

28. Learn to trust. 

No matter what you hear about them, decide to trust your partner. Take their word for it 

until it proves otherwise. Never give room to naysayers. Take the efforts to prove it all 

beyond reasonable doubts. Confront them with the stories and hear them out. Do not 

assume they are guilty already. 

29. Commit some more. Finances, etc. 

Commit to making it work. Commit your finances, time, emotions to make it work. 

Relationships are investments from both parties. To make it work, you must both commit 

your resources and energies. It will be frustrating to the party making all the efforts. Make 

some. Expect some. Your partner should come first in most decisions. 

 

D. Marriage Stage 

So far, things are going as planned. You guys got here. Perfect! Means you are married to your 

partner. If done right, there are few things better than this time in your life. Now you have 

someone to completely be honest (and yes, you should count on this) with. Someone to dump 

your excesses on, and this partner will understand. Here are some tips to keep it rosy and 

fresh. 



 

NOTE: I discovered my experiences and studies that it takes more than 4 years to truly know 

your partner. Within these first four years, you will want out of the marriage. This is the time to 

stay put, to remember the reason you love this person in the first place. This is the time to put 

in the work to make it work. I can assure you 100%, it will get better. It will become the model 

you always wish for. It takes this time to truly understand the person you are with, and blend 

into truly becoming one. So take the leap and wait in it. Both of you need the commitment to 

make it work. Forgive often.  

30. Talk less, listen more 

This is the time to talk less and listen more. Marriage is a different world. You begin to 

find those cracks that were well masked during dating and courtship. This is when you 

need to listen more. This is when you want to find reasons to be there. The goal here is to 

communicate more. Be open about virtually everything. 

31. Defend your partner, not criticize 

Defend your partner in public. Public includes any circle that is not just the both of you. 

Shield him/her from your family, friends,  

32. It’s your team, be a good player. Team up 

Your partner is your team. Be a good player. Shield him/her, build together, raise kids 

together, look after each other. It is never going to be all rosy, but you got each other. 

This is what it means to be partners.  

33. Correct in private, praise in public.  

Stick to the script. Your partner is you as much as you are your partner. So paise in public. 

Of course, no one is perfect. It is why you should correct in private. Never shame your 

partner in front of even your kids. 

34. Always keep your anger in check  

Anger will never solve any issue. Rather than letting it get out of hand, keep the 

communications open. Discuss it, be sure to never let the sun go down on your anger. It 

will fester and can later destroy your home. Instead, be angry, but always find a way to 

smoothen things out. Defer to wait for your partner before believing anything you hear 

about him/her. 



 

35. Say it with love. 

State the rebuke gently. No need to rub it in. Make it clear what the issues are without 

over-beating it. Try to see things from your spouse’s perspective. 

36. Build routines together. 

This is a bond strengthener. Find routines you can both commit to doing. It could be a 

daily exercise routine, could be a reading routine. Whatever it is, keep it open, keep it to 

going. 

37. Live in the same space. Be in each other’s space. 

It is very crucial that you both live in the same space. This way, you will quickly dissipate 

any tension. You can take your break, stay away for some time. But try to maintain the 

same space. When you do this, you will learn to truly live with each other. Love 

partnership is a continuous growth process.  

38. Pray or worship together 

Whatever is your ritual, do together. Learn to pray together. Learn to run together. Learn 

to shop together. Learn to enjoy each other’s company. Build rituals, such as praying, 

exercises, cooking together. Remember it is the accommodating of the other’s ritual and 

routine that truly makes you guys one. 

39.  Shut the noise out 

Do not listen to the naysayers. People are always distressed when your relationship 

succeeds. Do not give room for the naysayers. Focus squally on your relationship. Do not 

allow other people’s reports or perception to ruin your beautiful partnership.  

40. Speak before acting 

Where you are overwhelmed and cannot handle it, don’t act. Talk to your partner about 

the problem first. Try and settle it out before you act. Never act on your anger. Wait. Talk 

about it. Listen to his/her reasons before acting. Be sure that your action is a traceable on 

where your partner can learn and adjust. 

41. Sex? Yes. Do your best to accommodate and enjoy his/her sexual needs. 

Sex is a pillar for good relationship. Whatever your partner preference is, see if you can 

accommodate them. If not, explain why and show a better alternative. Do not be quick to 



 

judge or criticize, no matter how bad your partner performs. Learn with your partner. 

Show how you like in. This is your partner. This is your mate. Create a sex routine that 

works for both of you. Create sexual activities that you can both be comfortable to do. 

42. Focus on your partner, even when there are kids. 

Your partner comes first before everyone else, including your kids. In the same breath, 

you come first to your partner before everyone else. So place your partner as a priority.  

43. Find their love language and speak it. 

Show love. Learn about your partner’s love language and speak it. It is gifting or physical 

touch? Learn to speak this language as a show of affection. 

44. Communication. 

Communicate. Make jokes, talk about short and long term plans, think ideas. See your 

partner as an extension of you. Communicate and live in the moment.  

45. straightforwardness 

Be clear at all times. Never harbor any ill feeling. This leads to trust and safety.  

46. Make sacrifices.  

This is a reinforcement of being accommodating, but with a small twist. There are times 

you will need to simply accept a situation because of your partner, even though you are 

not comfortable with it.  

47. Be willing to Assist.  

Your partner needs to depend on you. You are the closest shoulder he/she can lean on. 

You need to be dependable for your partner. This will help you guys get through some 

touch or busy times.  

 

E. Death/Divorce Stage 

This is not a phase we ever plan for, but it does happen. If you are among the super blessed, 

your wedding will last till eternity and end only in death. If not, there is room to start again. 

Divorce is the checkout button you should not hastily press. Here are some tips to cope (not 

prevent death or divorce) with either situation.  



 

48. Get a good lawyer (divorce) 

On divorce, it is usually a good idea to find a good lawyer to help through the process. This 

is common sense, but it happens to be a tip here as we all have different reasons to do 

otherwise. Never assume you know it all. Also, it is very necessary to to start journaling or 

keeping evidence with your lawyer the moment you start sensing the marriage is heading 

nowhere (this is usually after you have put in your best). 

49. Check your emotions (divorce)  

When you are divorced, there is no need to dwell in what used to be. Keep your emotions 

in check. Do not spend any energy reminiscing what could be if there were no divorce. 

Remember why the divorce and note that if you got back together there is slim chance 

anything will change. This is no time to let your emotions ride you.  

50. Find a community/support system (divorce/death)  

This will come handy during the trying days that usually come with divorce or death 

situations. Find this community and rebuild your life. This is usually the time you will need 

people around you to help you move on. A community is the right thing. Missing this, a 

family member, very close friends can fill in.  

51. Ensure a definite closure (divorce). 

Be sure to close any openings to forestall reawakening any feelings that are gone. This is 

for your own safety and sanity. If your partner left you for someone else, best chance is to 

simply close any emotional connections. Sell the house, move out of the neighborhood. 

Do all you can to simply not be drawn into the rung. 

52. Move on (divorce/death) 

The importance of this cannot be over-emphasized. Your life cannot and should not end 

with a broken or ended marriage. You have to move on. Take the lessons with you. 

53. If you have kids, become both parents (death) 

Bond with your kids if the situations allow it. Understand you are their parent now, and 

you have to be both. This is the time for you to lean on them as much as they will lean on 

you. Talk to them, work with them. Love them more. 

 



 

54. Grieve (death) 

It is okay to grieve when your partner decides to leave or when your partner dies. Grief is 

a way of release. It will help you push out all the buried emotions that could poison you. 

Grieve if you need to. Get it over with so you can set your eye on the morrow.  

  



 

Thank You! 

Thank you for your time and I hope you find some of these tips useful in your 

relationship journey. You will find much more content and actionable tips at here. We 

regularly recommend great contents, tips, products and services at 

www.relationshipdiary.com. 

With us are top experts, coaches, and consultants in the relationship space. You are not 

alone!  

 

 

 

 

 

Remember, you are not alone! 

 

I wish you all the best in this journey. 

Destiny.   

 

Want to do something awesome? Get others to benefit by clicking here 

to share on Facebook!! 

 

Are you a lady? Are you currently thinking about settling down? Are you having 
issues in the early formative years of your Marriage? Do you need to rethink 

your relationship and make it better? 

Check out https://relationshipdiary.com/the-evolving-lady  
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